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Abstract

Introduction: Considering the importance of studying young Kosovars, with a special focus on the mental disorders that are appearing every day in our society, we have researched the effectiveness of behavioral cognitive therapy in patients with eating disorders.

Purpose: To prove the effectiveness and impact that cognitive-behavioral therapy has on patients with eating disorders, compared to patients who use only medications.

Methodology: The research was conceptualized as a cause-and-effect experiment, lasted 8-12 weeks for 60 patients selected with eating disorders, in 30 patients CBT and medications were applied and in 30 patients only medications were used. In the same patients, it was measured by the level of anxiety and depression at the beginning in the middle and at the end of therapy.

Results: According to the results, there is a statistically significant difference in the level of anxiety in patients with bulimia nervosa who applied CBT compared with patients who used only medications. There is also a statistically significant difference in the level of depression in patients with anorexia nervosa who applied CBT compared with patients who used only medications. According to the data, the duration of the disease in patients with CBT lasts less than 6 months, while patients with medication last 8-12 months.

Conclusions: According to research facts, the application of behavioral cognitive therapy has shown high efficacy in the treatment of eating disorders, compared to patients who have used only medications. Applying cognitive behavioral therapy still remains a challenge for our society.
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Introduction

Eating disorders are serious mental disorders that can affect people of any age, gender, race, ethnicity and socioeconomic group, but are treatable disorders. Eating disorders are very complex, and despite the scientific research to understand them, the biological basis, behavior and social aspect of these disorders remain to be explored in the future.

In post-war Kosovo, numerous efforts have been made regarding health reform, but these reforms have been mainly oriented towards general health services, and have not included psychological services at the appropriate level. Also in health services there is no distribution of psychologists in adequate places where they would have had the opportunity to provide psychological and psychotherapeutic services for mental disorders, where the number of young people with these disorders is increasing every day. Considering the importance of studying young Kosovars, with a special focus on the mental disorders that are appearing every day in our society, I have researched the effectiveness of behavioral cognitive therapy in patients with eating disorders.

Literature review:

When we talk about research on eating disorders, we know that it is a broad form of research in the world, but in our country at the moment it is not practiced enough. Many foreign authors have addressed this topic which has been of great importance as it is useful to diagnose eating disorders and its consequences on mental health in patients, as well as the importance of applying cognitive behavioral therapy to help patients in the treatment of eating disorders.

The literature review focuses on the identification of eating disorders and the effectiveness of the application of cognitive behavioral therapy to patients.

Purpose

The main purpose of this study is the effectiveness of behavioral cognitive therapy in patients with eating disorders. This study aims to identify the impact that behavioral cognitive therapy has on patients with anorexia nervosa and bulimia nervosa by analyzing the state and level of anxiety and depression in patients at the beginning of therapy and the probability of reducing anxiety and depression at the end of therapy.

Research Hypotheses:

H1: There is a statistically significant difference in the level of anxiety in patients with bulimia nervosa who apply behavioral cognitive therapy compared to patients who do not apply behavioral cognitive therapy.

H2: There is a statistically significant difference in the level of depression in patients with anorexia nervosa who apply cognitive-behavioral therapy compared to patients who do not apply cognitive-behavioral therapy.

Methodology

The research was conceptualized as a cause-effect experiment, behavioral cognitive therapy was applied in the work environment where I work, and was the same for all subjects who participated in the study. The research was conceived as a cause-and-effect experiment, lasting 8-12 weeks for 60 selected patients with eating disorders, where in 30 patients CBT and medication use was applied and in 30 patients only medications were used. In the same patients, anxiety and depression levels were measured at the beginning between and at the end of therapy. Since the character of the research is cause-experimental we can prove that through the intervention with cognitive behavioral therapy for a period of 3-5 months in the group of patients with anxiety and depression it is expected that their condition will improve.

Measuring techniques and instruments:

The measuring instruments in this research are; Demographic questionnaire; Anxiety Inventory (Beck); Depression Inventory (Beck); Application of cognitive behavioral therapy. The application of behavioral cognitive therapy was based on the CBT cognitive model that focuses on thinking, beliefs, feelings, and behavior. The CBT model is developed through these phases: Stage one-starting well treatment planning and building therapeutic alliance; Stage two-treatment evaluation and progress. Stage
three-ongoing assessment of body image concern, eating disorder patterns and behavior, meal planning, events and emotional regulation. Stage four - ending well, relapse prevention planning, continuation of care.

Results

Demographic characteristics female gender presents with 61.67%, versus male with 38.33. The age group 20-25 years presents with 38.4%, the age group 16-18 years presents with 15%. Patients in the urban area present with 68.5%, while in the rural area with 31.5%. Clinical characteristics of patients: patients with eating disorders reported that they received medical services in the following institutions: family medicine center with 22.4%, psychiatric hospital with 27.6%, and mental health center outpatient visits with 50%. According to the results, the duration of the disease in patients with CBT is reported to last up to 6 months, while in patients with medication lasts from 8-12 months. Based on the statistical results, the coefficient of significance is presented with $F = 1.064$ sig = 0.048 ($p < 0.05$) so it means that there is a statistically significant difference in the degree of anxiety in patients with bulimia nervosa compared to patients who use only drugs.

Also, there is a statistically significant difference in the degree of depression throughout the research, at each stage of treatment, and have shown positive results especially those patients who have undergone CBT compared to patients who have used only medication, and thus the two hypotheses that are submitted in the research have been verified.

Limitations and Strengths of the study

This study has some limitations such as we do not have data regarding the exact number of people with eating disorders, the small number of participants in the research, considerable is the fact that the truth of the answers, sometimes may have been influenced considering that the completion of the questionnaires, in some cases, took place in poor health. In terms of strengths, this study is one of the first studies in our country that applies behavioral cognitive therapy to patients with eating disorders.

Conclusions and recommendations

Behavioral cognitive therapy is one of the most researched and widely used approaches to psychotherapy in the world, and this is also confirmed by the large number of controlled clinical trials that have been conducted to date. Based on this research, we conclude that cognitive behavioral therapy is highly effective in patients with eating disorders by reducing depressive symptoms, and reducing anxiety levels compared to patients with eating disorders who have used only medication. Behavioral cognitive therapy in general is a reliable therapy for the treatment of eating disorders especially for the significant positive effects it manages to have especially in a relatively short period. Considering the effectiveness of cognitive behavioral therapy, it is recommended to apply CBT in health institutions, at primary and secondary level, which would help the mental health of the individual.
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